EU-CONEXUS
Research for Society
SHARING RESOURCES & INFRASTRUCTURES

UNITES
- 6 countries
- 5,600 academic staff
- 65 research institutes
- 98 research groups

TOGETHER GROW COMPETENCES
- 6 trainings on transversal skills
- 13 lifelong learning offers

BY USING
- 20,000 € RFS mobility funds
- 181 RFS project staff
  - 95 female
  - 86 male

BUILD JOINT DIGITAL RESOURCES

INNOVATION hub
- Innovations presented
- 246 external services promoted
- User friendly
- Open access
- Direct contacts

EU-CONEXUS Gateway at OpenAIRE
- Thematic filters
- 64k publications
- 4k research data
- Research projects
- Services
  - Equipment and facilities
  - HR (researchers data base)
  - Research units
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DEVELOPING A COMMON R&D AGENDA AND ACTION PLAN

LONG-TERM STRATEGIES

- for balanced circulation of knowledge;
- for comprehensive mainstreaming of Open Science practices;
- for involvement of citizens and public authorities in R&I.

GOOD PRACTICES

- recommendations on successful models for cooperation with social partners;
- activities for better uptake of research results;
- balanced brain circulation.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

- utilizing interdisciplinary research methodologies to address coastal issues;
- promoting equalitarian careers;
- promoting research integrity and ethics.

2021

- Data Management Plan
- Common agreement on R&I data management
- Study on “Good practices on talent management, research and internalisation accelerators”
- R&I Gender Equality Plan
- Partnership agreement with SEA-EU Alliance
- Innovation Management Strategy
- Roadmap to access innovation communities
- A Study on the challenges of inter-campus EU-CONEXUS to implement actions required by HRS4R award

2022

- R&I code of conduct for research integrity
- 1st interdisciplinary conference “Sustainable development of maritime tourism”
- Development of Responsible Research and Innovation strategy
- Feasibility study on post-doc programme
- Launch of the Research & Innovation Information system
- International hackathon “Smart4Coast”
- EU-CONEXUS Gateway at OpenAIRE platform
- “Grass-root” networking initiatives
- Launch of the Innovation Hub

2023

- 2nd interdisciplinary conference “Heritage Turns Blue: Glocal Impacts on Coastal Cultural Heritage”
- COST action project on “Green ports”
- 3rd interdisciplinary conference “Blue economy in urban coastal areas”
- Feasibility study on post-doc programme
- Development of Responsible Research and Innovation strategy
- Talent development training on transversal skills
- Lifelong learning courses

2024

- ERA guidebook development
- Access policy roadmap in joint infrastructures and services
- Open access journal
- Deployment of a Think-Tank on interdisciplinary research
- External services offers
- Joining to research networks
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